
HCW series checkweighers are mainly used in the 

pharmaceutical, food, chemical, seafood and other 

industries, and can timely detect unqualified products 

that are overweight and underweight in the production 

line. Is an indispensable link in the modern industrial 

production process.

This series Check weigher is designed in modular units. Customers can select ranges according to their own 

product specifications, and can also customize according to the characteristics of their products.

It can be used to handle almost all different container types or packaging designs, thanks to its high-end 

weighing technology, it maintains highly accurate and reliable delivery even at high processing speeds.

Product Advantages:
All production data and statistics are available in real time on your local network. Production and quality management personnel 
can access and review all relevant data at their desks. Being able to respond quickly to a wide range of issues, helping to take 
precautions to minimize downtime, and to view all production data and statistics in real time via the LAN;

Authority management：
100 kinds of product data storage, second-level operation authority management, and support self-set password;

Electronic control advantages: 
Using Japanese technology, imported load cell from Germany, touch screen operation， PLC control， high detecting 
accurate, multi-language selection, intuitive operation mode, configuration and adjustment program, automatic product 
conversion;
 
Mechanical part:
The weighing table has a large adjustment range, which is easy to integrate into the existing production line; the three-stage table 
top conveying is quick-release design, which is easy to clean;
 
Certification:
With CE & CPA certification
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CHECK WEIGHER



In the weight detection, in order to save manpower, and effective overall quality control of product weight, size or other 

requirements. The check weigher can be used with the automatic rejection system. The design of the rejection system 

must take into account many factors (product spacing, shape, traits, transport speed, minimum rejection time, etc.). JCN 

offers a variety of design rejection systems to meet your needs.
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1P 220V/50/60

3P 380/50/60

Model Weight
(Kg) (g) (bag/min) (KW) (A×B×C mm)

Accuracy Speed Power Dimension Power supply
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Cantilever Rejection

...................................

Pneumatic Blower

Putter Rejection Sinking Rejection


